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The present work is part of a project aiming at model-
ing the hippocampo-cortical interactions in order to
solve complex navigation tasks. It is the result of a long
partnership between neurobiologists and computer
scientists. A close feedback loop between in vivo experi-
ments and computer models leads us to produce bio-
logically accurate neural networks used in robotic
navigation.
Place cells are pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus
(Hs) exhibiting high rates of firing at a particular loca-
tion in the environment, corresponding to the cell’s
“place field”. In a task where rats have to navigate to
a goal location and wait for a reward, we recently
observed the timing prediction capabilities of CA place
cells [1]. This “out-of-field” firing was recorded at the
goal location, far from the original place fields of the
cells. These patterns of activity are suggested to spread
from the Hs to the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
where similar activities were observed [2].
Methods
In a previous model [3], a spectral timing neural net-
work [4] was used to account for the role of the Hs in
the acquisition of classical conditioning. The ability to
estimate the timing between separate events was then
used to learn and predict transitions between places in
the environment. We propose a neural architecture
based on this work and explaining the out-of-field activ-
ities in the Hs along with their temporal prediction cap-
abilities. The model uses the hippocampo-cortical
pathway as a means to spread reward signals to entorh-
inal neurons. Secondary predictions of the reward signal
are then learned, based on transition learning, by pyra-
midal neurons of the CA region.
Results
The architecture was implemented in a simulated envir-
onment. An agent learned to navigate to a goal location
and wait for a reward with the supervision of the experi-
menter. The results match neurophysiological observa-
tions in several ways:
1) Recorded neural activities in hippocampal place
cells display out-of-field firing, predictive of the reward
at the goal location, in addition to the usual firing on
the primary place field.
2) Timing-related firing in the Hs is propagated to the
mPFC. This is coherent with observations of the aboli-
tion of such activity in the mPFC following hippocampal
lesions in rats.
3) The mPFC only plays a role during the learning
phase of the secondary associations. This is consistent
with neurophysiological data on the lack of effect of
mPFC inactivation on out-of-field firing in the Hs after
learning.
Our model is realistic and makes testable hypotheses
as to the neural pathways involved. In vivo experiments
will be conducted to confirm or infirm those hypoth-
eses. Future work involves testing the system on a real
robot in large scale environments.
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